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ABSTRACT
Four satellite-based precipitation products [TMPA real time (T-rt), its gauge-adjusted version (T-adj),
Climate Prediction Center (CPC) morphing technique (CMORPH) real time (C-rt), and its gauge-adjusted
version (C-adj)] were evaluated by a gauge-based synthesis dataset. Further, these products along with the
CMORPH gauge–satellite blended version (C-ga), which is virtually C-adj in precipitation ungauged regions
and is controlled by gauge analysis over regions of a dense station network, were intercompared with daily
streamflow predicted by the distributed vegetation interface processes (VIP) model in the Lhasa and Gongbo
basins of the southeast Tibetan Plateau. Results show these satellite-based products perform better in summer
than in other seasons. Relative to the gauge-based synthesis dataset, for areal precipitation of the Lhasa basin
from 2007 to 2010, biases of C-rt and T-rt are 210.49% and 157.88%, respectively. Biases of C-adj and T-adj
are 3.42% and 24.12%, respectively. The C-rt bias is underestimation of the volume of observed rainfall
correctly detected and overestimation of the volume of falsely alarmed rainfall, while T-rt bias comes from
overestimation of the volume of observed rainfall correctly detected. Simulation efficiencies of stream discharges driven by T-adj and C-adj are better than those by T-rt and C-rt, which are consistent with the
accuracies of these products. With benchmarked model parameters using the gauge-based dataset, C-adj
presents well for simulation, while T-adj needs parameter recalibration to achieve good skills. Compared to
T-adj and C-adj, better simulation could be obtained by C-ga in precipitation-gauged regions.

1. Introduction
Precipitation inputs are essential for hydrological simulation, whereas in the data-sparse regions, the availability of accurate precipitation is restricted by sparse
gauges. As alternatives, satellite-based precipitation
products, with the massive growth during the last decade,
could provide high temporal and spatial resolution quasiglobal precipitation estimates (Kidd and Levizzani 2011).
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This significantly facilitates hydrological predictions in
data-scarce regions (Stisen and Sandholt 2010; Hrachowitz
et al. 2013). The Tibetan Plateau is the highest plateau in
the world and the source of several large rivers. Hydrological simulation in the Tibetan Plateau is motivated by
the improved understanding of hydrological dynamics
and water resource management issues (Bookhagen and
Burbank 2010; Immerzeel et al. 2010; Michailovsky et al.
2013; Zhang et al. 2013; Lutz et al. 2014). However, the
estimation of precipitation in this region is challenging,
and different precipitation datasets present quite diverse results (Palazzi et al. 2013; Tong et al. 2014a).
There are numerous quasi-global satellite-based precipitation products, such as the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multisatellite Precipitation
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Analysis (TMPA; Huffman et al. 2007), the Climate
Prediction Center morphing technique (CMORPH;
Joyce et al. 2004), and the Precipitation Estimation from
Remotely Sensed Information Using Artificial Neural
Networks (PERSIANN) method (Sorooshian et al.
2000). The evaluation of satellite-based precipitation
products is necessary as to provide feedbacks for the
retrieval algorithm improvement (Yong et al. 2015) and
give implications to select the precipitation dataset for
local hydrological applications (Thiemig et al. 2013).
The evaluation could be conducted by using statistical
and hydrological simulation approaches (Yilmaz et al.
2005; Bitew and Gebremichael 2011; Bitew et al. 2012;
Peng et al. 2014). Direct statistical validation is performed between the estimates of satellite-based precipitation products in the grid to point or grid to grid
with in situ observations. But this involves uncertainties
related to the scaling, especially in the region with
complex land forms. As runoff integrates the hydrological dynamics over the basins, the hydrological simulation approach could use the observed discharge to
validate the simulated discharge and then to evaluate
the hydrological model’s precipitation inputs. Such an
approach is not subject to the scale discrepancy and
could serve as a complement to the statistical validation.
Furthermore, as a specific application, the hydrological
simulation approach could provide information on the
reliability of precipitation datasets for hydrological
utilities (Bitew and Gebremichael 2011).
Several studies have been conducted to evaluate
satellite-based precipitation products over the Tibetan
Plateau (Yin et al. 2008; Gao and Liu 2013; Meng et al.
2014; Tong et al. 2014b). These studies revealed that
among the TMPA real-time version (T-rt hereafter), TMPA
gauge-adjusted version (T-adj hereafter), CMORPH
real-time version (C-rt hereafter), and PERSIANN,
T-adj and C-rt, which blended the microwave and infrared
radiation information, performed relatively well for precipitation estimates in the Tibetan Plateau. But these
studies focused on either solely statistical evaluation or
hydrological simulation over large-scale basins, for example, the upper reaches of Yellow River and Yangtze River.
The performance of hydrological simulation forced by
satellite-based precipitation products strongly associates
with basin scales and the application for streamflow simulation in the small basins suffers poorer performances
than that in large basins (Nikolopoulos et al. 2010; Vergara
et al. 2014). The suitability of these satellite-based precipitation products for hydrological simulation in mesoscale basins and in the southeast Tibetan Plateau has not
been explored and needs to be identified. Furthermore,
several new satellite-based precipitation products, such as
CMORPH gauge-adjusted product (C-adj hereafter) and
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the CMORPH gauge–satellite blended precipitation
product (C-ga hereafter), have reported improved performance for precipitation estimates (Xie et al. 2011,
2013). Thus, the purpose of this study is designed to
evaluate the five satellite-based precipitation products
(T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, C-adj, and C-ga) through statistical
validation against a gauge-based synthesis dataset and
hydrological simulation approaches in two mesoscale
basins (Lhasa and Gongbo) over the southeast Tibetan
Plateau.

2. Study area, data, and methods
a. Satellite precipitation products
Five state-of-the-art high-resolution precipitation
products from TMPA series and CMORPH series, T-rt,
T-adj, C-rt, C-adj, and C-ga, were examined here. All
these products have a 0.258 3 0.258 spatial resolution
and a 3-h temporal resolution except C-ga, which has a
daily temporal resolution. T-rt and C-rt are the raw realtime satellite-based products, which integrated infrared
(IR) and passive microwave (PMW) observations, and
have a short latency about 3–9 and 18 h, respectively.
T-adj, C-adj, and C-ga are the research products, which
have been calibrated or merged with gauge observations. (The TMPA series were downloaded from http://
mirador.gsfc.nasa.gov/. The CMORPH series were downloaded from ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov.) Except for T-rt, which
is not available before March 2000, all the products are
available from 1998. For detailed descriptions, refer to
Huffman et al. (2007), Joyce et al. (2004), and Xie and
Xiong (2011). Here, a brief summary for the algorithms
of these precipitation datasets is provided for content
integrity.
Observations from a list of PMW sensors are merged
into the TMPA series, including the TRMM Microwave
Imager (TMI) on TRMM; the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) on the early launched Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite series (DMSP-F13–F15) and later Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) on DMSP-F16–F18;
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth
Observing System (AMSR-E) on Aqua; the Advanced
Microwave Sounding Unit B (AMSU-B) on the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellite series (NOAA-15–17) and the Microwave Humidity
Sounder (MHS) on a later NOAA satellite (NOAA-18);
and the European Meteorological Operation (MetOp)
satellites. The processing algorithms of the TMPA series
could be summarized as the following sequential steps:
1) calibration and combination of microwave precipitation
estimates, 2) using the calibrated microwave precipitation
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to estimate IR precipitation, and 3) merging of microwave
and IR estimates (Huffman et al. 2007). Besides these
steps for T-rt, T-adj is further produced by calibrating the
merged products T-rt against the TRMM 2B31 product,
which integrates TRMM Precipitation Radar rainfall estimates, and the monthly gauge analysis from Global
Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) and Climate
Anomaly Monitoring System (CAMS). Compared with
the earlier version of the TMPA series, the latest version 7
of the TMPA series has more PMW datasets (early data
records from MHS and the entire operational SSMIS data
records) as well as new IR datasets (GridSat-B1) enrolled.
In addition, version 7 of the TMPA series also features
uniform reprocessing of input data, a single surface precipitation gauge analysis, as well as a latitude calibration
scheme (Huffman et al. 2010).
Different from the products of the TMPA series, the
CMORPH series use precipitation estimates that have
been derived from PWM observations exclusively. IR
observations are only used to produce spatial propagation vector matrices of the precipitation (Joyce et al.
2010). Thus, the precipitation estimates of C-rt heavily
depend on the PMW observations. The precipitation
estimates of C-rt incorporate the algorithms of Ferraro
(1997) for SSM/I, Ferraro et al. (2000) for AMSU-B, and
Kummerow et al. (2001) for TMI. Besides these steps for
C-rt, the gauge-adjusted product C-adj (Xie et al. 2011)
utilizes the information from ground measurements by
precipitation probability distribution function (PDF)
matching against daily gauge data to remove the bias over
a spatial domain of 58, centering at the target grid box and
over a time period of 30 days. Another dataset from the
CMORPH series is C-ga, which is a gauge–CMORPH
blended daily precipitation dataset. This dataset combined C-adj and gauge analysis through the optimal interpolation (OI) assimilation method, in which C-adj is
used as the first guess while the gauge analysis is used as
observations to refine the first guess (Xie and Xiong 2011).
All the 3-hourly coordinated universal time (UTC) datasets (T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, and C-adj) have been transformed and
accumulated to local standard time (LST) daily products.

b. Study area and hydrometeorological data
1) BASIN DESCRIPTION
The Lhasa and Nyang Rivers are two tributaries of
the Yarlung Zangbo (Upper Brahmaputra) River in the
southeast Tibetan Plateau, as shown in Fig. 1a. The basin
draining to the Lhasa hydrological station (namely, the
Lhasa basin) has an area of 26 235 km2 and the basin over
the Gongbo hydrological station (namely, the Gongbo
basin) is 6417 km2. Mean annual discharges are 361 m3 s21
at Lhasa and 128 m3 s21 at Gongbo, respectively. The most

part of this region has an elevation range from 4700 to
5300 m MSL. (Fig. 1b). This area is a typical monsoondominated alpine region with distinct wet (from May to
October) and dry seasons (from November to next
April). The precipitation during the wet seasons, especially from June to September, accounts for most of the
total yearly precipitation, and the weather is characterized by intense solar radiation, low air temperature, and
strong daily variations of air temperature (Li et al. 2014).
In these two basins, grassland, shrub, and barren land
are the principal land-cover types (Fig. 1c). Soil texture
is dominated by sandy loam and loam (Fig. 1d). This
region has a small population and limited human activities; thus, these two rivers can be considered pristine
rivers.

2) HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL DATA
The ground observations of meteorological and hydrological variables in this region were collected from 14
Chinese Meteorological Administration (CMA) meteorological stations and 6 Hydrology and Water Resource Survey (HWRS) hydrological stations, as shown
in Fig. 1a. The CMA dataset includes the daily precipitation;
maximum, minimum, and mean air temperature; air water
vapor pressure; wind speed; and sunshine duration (http://
www.cma.gov.cn/2011qxfw/2011qsjgx/). The HWRS hydrological datasets including the observed discharge, precipitation, and mean air temperature were obtained from
HWRS, the Tibet Autonomous Region of China, and
only parts of this dataset are available for this study. The
observed daily discharge of the Lhasa hydrological
station is available from 2000 to 2008 and that of the
Gongbo hydrological station is from 2000 to 2010. The
monthly precipitation records for the Tangya and Pondo
hydrological stations are available from 2001 to 2003 and
those for Gongbo and Gengzhang stations are available
from 1998 to 2007. The daily mean air temperature records are available from January 2000 to December
2003 in Pondo, Tangya, and Lhasa stations and from
January 2000 to May 2003 in Gongbo, Gengzhang, and
Bayi stations.
As the model inputs, the meteorological variables such
as air water vapor pressure, wind speed, and sunshine
duration were interpolated to the gridded datasets by the
inverse distance square (IDS) algorithm with topographic
correction (Mo et al. 2004). The precipitation and temperature lapse rates have great impacts on the water balance composition in alpine basins (Immerzeel et al. 2014);
thus, the gridded datasets for precipitation and temperature were carefully selected and constructed.
The precipitation lapse rates in the alpine basins are
usually very complex, and a uniform valleywide precipitation lapse rate is hard established (Immerzeel et al.
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FIG. 1. Map and basic information of the study area. (a) Location of the Lhasa and Gongbo basins, hydrological stations, and
meteorological stations. (b) Elevation. (c) Land use. (d) Soil texture.

2014). Different lapse rates have been reported in this
region (e.g., Ohta et al. 1994; Xie et al. 2009; Lin et al.
2001; Lu et al. 2007). Therefore, instead of constructing a
gridded precipitation dataset by IDS with a single lapse
rate, a gridded precipitation dataset with a complex interpolation algorithm was employed for statistical validation and model inputs. This gridded gauge-based
precipitation dataset (called IGSNRR hereafter) was
established by Zhang et al. (2014) from the Institute of
Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research.
This dataset covers the whole of China with a 0.258 grid
and was interpolated based on the daily precipitation
observations of 756 CMA stations, in which 14 meteorological stations in this region were included.
This dataset used the synergraphic mapping system
(SYMAP) algorithm of Shepard (1984) by adjusting
the 12 monthly means with 12 scaling factors in each
grid cell to match the monthly means of the CMA

precipitation product in 1962–2002 (Maurer et al. 2002;
Tang et al. 2009). The CMA precipitation product
covers East Asia with a spatial resolution of 0.58 and was
produced using more than 756 precipitation gauges in
China (Xie et al. 2007). Detailed information can be
referred to Zhang et al. (2014). To examine the performance
of IGSNRR in this region, the independent monthly precipitation records from four available HWRS hydrological
stations (Tangya, Pondo, Gongbo, and Gengzhang) were
used. As shown in Fig. 2, the high correlation coefficients and
the slopes close to 1 demonstrate that IGSNRR gets a
good estimation of precipitation in this region. These
independent precipitation data were also used to examine
Asian Precipitation—Highly Resolved Observational
Data Integration Towards Evaluation of Water Resources
(APHRODITE) (Yatagai et al. 2012), which is a commonly used gauge-based precipitation dataset in the
Himalaya region (Lutz et al. 2014). The results show that
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FIG. 2. (a) The IGSNRR precipitation dataset vs the independent monthly precipitation observations from four
HWRS hydrological stations (Gengzhang, Gongbo, Tangya, and Pondo). (b) The vertical temperature lapse rates
with elevation below 4965 m in the Gongbo and Lhasa basins.

the performance of IGSNRR is slightly better than
APHRODITE. Generally, IGSNRR could serve as the
reference precipitation dataset for this region.
The vertical air temperature lapse rates are important
climatic variables in determining the glacier and snowmelt in alpine basins (Lutz et al. 2014). According to the
in situ observations from 11 automated weather stations
set up along an altitudinal transect on the southern slope
of west Nyainqentanglha Mountains from August 2006
to October 2008, the mean monthly lapse rate ranged
from 0.688 to 0.888C (100 m)21 for the place with elevation above 4965 m, while the lapse rates for the place
lower than the critical elevation of 4965 m were less
than 0.58C (100 m)21 (Xie 2010). The relationship between elevation and all available observed daily mean
temperature records from these CMA and HWRS
stations in these basins was analyzed as Fig. 2b. The
estimated temperature lapse rates 0.448C (100 m)21
for the Lhasa basin and 0.438C (100 m)21 for the
Gongbo basin were used for the region below 4965 m.
The temperature lapse rate above this critical elevation was estimated by the hydrological model parameter calibration.

c. The statistical validation approach
In the statistical validation, the numbers of grids with
missing values in these satellite gridded precipitation
datasets at the Lhasa and Gongbo basins were examined. The examination focused on the period in which
these grids occurred and the proportion of these grids
compared to the whole basins. Symeonakis et al. (2009)
found the grid-to-grid method yielded more robust results than the grid-to-point validation method. Here, the

grid-to-grid method was adopted and IGSNRR was
employed to validate these satellite-based precipitation
datasets. A set of statistical indices were adopted, including three commonly used contingency table indices
(Wilks 2006), to assess the ability of satellite data to
detect the occurrence of precipitation: probability of
detection (POD), false alarm ratio (FAR), critical
success index (CSI), and two extended volumetric indices (AghaKouchak and Mehran 2013) [volumetric
false alarm ratio (VFAR) and volumetric critical success
index (VCSI)] and three traditional volumetric indices,
including absolute bias (AB), relative bias (bias), and
the correlation coefficient (CC). These indices are
calculated by Eqs. (1)–(8), respectively. A higher score
of POD, CSI, and VCSI and a lower score of FAR,
VFAR, and AB represent better skills of precipitation
products:
H
,
H1M
F
,
FAR 5
H1F
H
CSI 5
,
H 1M1F
VF
,
VFAR 5
VH 1 VF
VH
VCSI 5
,
VH 1 VM 1 VF
POD 5

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

N

å jSi 2 Gi j

AB 5 i51

N

,

(6)

å Gi

i51
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bias 5

å jSi 2 Gi j

i51

,

N

and

(7)

å Gi

i51

N

å (Gi 2 G)(Si 2 S)

i51
ﬃ
CC 5 sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ,
N

(8)

å (Gi 2 G)2 3 å (Si 2 S)2

i51

i51

where H is the number of observed rain correctly detected;
M is the number of observed rain but not detected; and F is
the number of rainfall detected but not observed. The VH
is the volume of satellite estimates in the situation where
observed rain is correctly detected. The VF is the volume of
satellite estimates in the situation where rainfall is detected
but not observed. The VM is the volume of observed estimates in the situation where observed rainfall is not detected. For detailed information about volumetric-based
metrics, refer to AghaKouchak and Mehran (2013). The
terms Si and Gi are the satellite estimates and gauge observations, respectively. The quantity i is the time (day,
i 5 1, . . . , N), and N is the total number.
Besides the grid-to-grid validation, the daily precipitation amount of these datasets was compared at each
quantile in the Lhasa and Gongbo basins by the quantile–
quantile (Q–Q) plot. The Q–Q plot is a graphical method
used to compare two probability distributions by plotting their quantiles against each other. To explore these
satellite-based precipitation products’ performance in
different seasons, the values of areal precipitation for the
Lhasa basin from these satellite-based products were also
compared against IGSNRR.

d. The hydrological simulation approach
The process-based ecohydrological model vegetation
interface processes (VIP) model (Mo et al. 2004) was
employed to simulate the streamflow in Lhasa and
Gongbo basins with 1-km2 spatial resolution.

1) VIP MODEL STRUCTURE
The VIP model can simulate the rainfall interception,
snow dynamics, melting of glaciers, transpiration,
evaporation, infiltration, percolation, capillary rise,
groundwater flow, overland runoff, streamflow, photosynthesis, and other detailed ecohydrological processes.
The main modules used in this study include 1) a multilayer canopy radioactive transfer module; 2) a two-source
soil–canopy energy balance module; 3) a multiple-layer
soil water and energy transfer module; 4) a modified
variable infiltration capacity scheme for runoff generation; 5) the degree-day factor method for snow and ice
melt computation; and 6) the kinematic wave scheme for
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streamflow routing. The VIP model has been applied and
validated extensively in basins across China (Mo and Liu
2001; Mo et al. 2004, 2014; Liu et al. 2009; Huang and Mo
2015). Details about the model can be referred to Mo and
Liu (2001) and Mo et al. (2004). Here, the scheme for
runoff generation and routing was briefly introduced.
This model operated the runoff generation in each
grid as follows. 1) The interception of rainfall was calculated as a ratio of rainfall intensity and leaf area index
(LAI). 2) The net precipitation was partitioned to surface runoff and infiltration using a modification of the
variable infiltration capacity scheme (Mo et al. 2004),
which originated from the Xinanjiang model (Zhao
1992). 3) The transpiration is coupled with photosynthesis, calculated separately on shaded and sunlit leaves.
Canopy and underneath soil surface energy balance
equations are solved simultaneously for latent (evaporation and transpiration) and sensible heat fluxes.
4) Glacier melt, snow accumulation, and melt processes
were implemented using a temperature index method.
5) The soil water movement was simulated with the
discrete Richards equation in a six-layer scheme, in
which soil evaporation originated from the first layer
and plant roots took up water from the second to fifth
layer. 6) The groundwater recharge from the sixth soil
layer was calculated by Darcy’s Law. 7) The upper and
lower linear reservoirs were employed to simulate the
drainage of groundwater to channels. 8) The overland
and channel runoff routing was computed based on the
kinematic wave equation solved by a one-dimensional
four-point finite backward-difference method.

2) VIP MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The interpolated, gridded, daily maximum, minimum,
and mean air temperature, air water vapor pressure,
wind speed, and sunshine duration from observations of
14 CMA stations, spanning from 1998 to 2010, were used
for the model inputs. The 3-arc-s SRTM elevation data
were downloaded from United States Geological Survey (USGS; http://gdex.cr.usgs.gov/gdex/), as shown in
Fig. 1b. Based on this data, the slope, flow direction, and
river channel network were calculated. The 8-day LAI
data from 2000 to 2010 were obtained from Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; http://
modis.gsfc.nasa.gov). The MODIS land-cover data in
2001 were downloaded and adjusted to match the categories of VIP land-cover inputs (Fig. 1c). The glacier
distribution information was obtained from the second
glacier inventory dataset of China (Guo et al. 2014). The
soil texture (Fig. 1d) and depth information was obtained from FAO Harmonized World Soil Database
v1.2 (FAO et al. 2012). The observed daily discharges
in the Lhasa and Gongbo hydrological stations were
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TABLE 1. Overview of the key parameters for streamflow simulation.

Parameter
Cs
Ci
l1
H
l2
B
N
Tguz
Tglz

Description
Snow degree-day factor
Ice degree-day factor
Temperature lapse rate above the
critical elevation
Critical elevation for the temperature
lapse rate
Temperature lapse rate below the
critical elevation
Shape parameter of the variable
infiltration curve
Channel Manning roughness
coefficients
Upper zone transmissivity of
groundwater
Lower zone transmissivity of
groundwater

Unit
21

Range
21

mm 8C day
mm 8C21 day21
8C (100 m)21
m
8C (100 m)21

Lhasa

—
—
;(0.68–0.88)
(Xie 2010)
—

4.1
9.0
0.68
4965

Gongbo

Source

4.1
9.0
0.68

Zhang et al. (2006)
Zhang et al. (2006)
Calibrated

4965

Xie (2010)

,0.5
(Xie 2010)
;(0.1–10)

0.44

0.43

Observed

4.8

5.1

Calibrated

;(0.001–1)

0.05

0.05

Calibrated

mm s21

;(0.0005–0.4)

0.07

0.0002

Calibrated

mm s21

;(0.000 01–0.1)

0.007

0.0001

Calibrated

mm

used for the hydrological model calibration and validation in these two basins, separately.
The VIP model was run to simulate the streamflow
from 1998 to 2008 in the Lhasa basin and from 1998 to
2010 in the Gongbo basin, with the first 2-yr spinup. The
calibration period for the streamflow simulation in the
Lhasa basin is from 2000 to 2002, and the validation is
from 2003 to 2008. In the Gongbo basin, the calibration
period is from 2000 to 2005, and the validation is from
2006 to 2010. For the model calibration, the global optimization method SCE-UA (Duan et al. 1992; Duan
et al. 1993) was utilized to estimate the VIP model parameter values (Table 1) with an objective function as
in Eq. (9) to maximize the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient of
efficiency [NSE; Eq. (10)] and minimize streamflow volume error [VE; Eq. (11)]. For the model parameters in the
VIP model, some physically based parameters can be
derived from land-cover types and soil texture data based
on a lookup table. Other key model parameters for
streamflow simulations were described in Table 1. The
parameter values of the snow and ice degree-day factor
were adopted from Zhang et al. (2006). These values have
also been used for the simulation of hydrological dynamics
in the upper reach of the Yarlung Zangbo River (Zhang
et al. 2013). For the rest of parameters that cannot be
measured directly, as shown in Table 1, the optimization
method was employed to identify these parameter values.
Besides NSE and VE, the Taylor diagrams (Taylor 2001)
were used to present three complementary indices, CC,
Normalized standard deviation (NSTD), and Normalized
unbiased Root Mean Square Error (NubRMSE), to evaluate the simulated discharge, as recently used by Qiu et al.
(2013). NSTD and NubRMSE were recalculated from the
standard deviation [STD; Eq. (12)] and unbiased RMSE
[ubRMSE; Eq. (13)] through normalization by the STD of

the observed discharge. These three indices, CC, STD, and
ubRMSE, have a triangle cosine law–like relationship, as
shown in Eq. (14) (Taylor 2001). In the Taylor diagram, the
radial distance stands for the NSTD and the angle in the
polar plot represents CC. The reference point located on
the x axis with CC 5 1, NSTD 5 1, and NubRMSE 5 0
is the observation. The distance to the reference point
means the NubRMSE of simulations and stands for
the integrated performance:
F 5 1 2 NSE 1 jVEj ,

(9)

N

å (Qo,i 2 Qs,i )2

NSE 5 1 2 i51
N

,

(10)

å (Qo,i 2 Qo )2

i51
N

N

å Qs,i 2 å Qo,i

VE 5 i51

i51

N

,

(11)

å Qo,i

i51

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N

STD 5

å (Q 2 Q)2 /N ,

(12)

i51

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N

ubRMSE 5

å [(Qs,i 2 Qs ) 2 (Qo,i 2 Qo )]2 /N ,

i51

(13)
and
ubRMSE2obs,sim 5 STD2obs 1 STD2sim
2 2STDobs STDsim cosCCobs,sim ,

(14)

where Qo,i is the observed discharge; Qs,i is the simulated
discharge; Qo is the mean observed discharge; Qs is the
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FIG. 3. The statistics of missing grids in the Lhasa and Gongbo basins for (from left to right) T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, and C-adj. (a)–(d) The
numbers of missing 3-h intervals in each month from 2000 to 2010 during wet seasons. The total number of 3-h intervals in one month is 240
(30 3 8). (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but for dry seasons. (i)–(l) The proportions of missing data grids (ratios of missing data grids vs total grids)
in each 3-h interval in the Lhasa basin during wet seasons. (m)–(p) As in (i)–(l), but for the Gongbo basin.

mean simulated discharge; i is the time (day, i 5 1, . . . , N);
and N is the total number.

3. Results
a. Statistical validation results
Before conducting the validation, the missing data
in the precipitation products over the Lhasa and
Gongbo basins were checked. The information of
missing data is shown in Fig. 3. The number of 3-h
intervals with missing data (in that 3 h, the dataset

contains the missing grids) for each month in T-rt and
T-adj (Figs. 3a,b,e,f) is relatively small, while that in
C-rt and C-adj (Figs. 3c,d,g,h) is a little high. Most of
these missing grids occur during the dry seasons (from
November to April) with low precipitation events.
Thus, they have limited effects for the daily precipitation accumulation calculation. It should be noticed that the number of missing data for C-rt and
C-adj during the wet seasons (from May to October, as
shown in Figs. 3c,d) before 2006 is a little high. The
ratios of missing grids versus the total grids in the
Lhasa and Gongbo basins in these four products
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FIG. 4. The grid-to-grid statistical validation of satellite-based precipitation products from 2007 to 2010. (a) The multiyear average of
annual precipitation from 2007 to 2010 for IGSNRR, T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, C-adj, and C-ga. (b) POD, FAR, CSI, VFAR, VCSI, and AB indices
for the daily precipitation of (from top to bottom) T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, and C-adj.

during wet seasons are shown in Figs. 3i–p. These ratios in the Lhasa basin are much smaller than these in
the Gongbo basins. To reduce the effects of these
missing data for the statistical validation, the following strategies are carried out: 1) As most missing data
occur in dry seasons, zero was assigned to grids. 2) The
statistical validation was conducted from 2007 to 2010,
when the number of missing grids is relatively low.

1) GRID-TO-GRID VALIDATION
The mean annual precipitation of IGSNRR, T-rt,
T-adj, C-rt, C-adj, and C-ga from 2007 to 2010 in this
region is shown in Fig. 4a. Generally, as IGSNRR shows,
the annual precipitation of this region ranges from 400
to 800 mm, and the precipitation in the eastern part is
higher than that in the western part. For the areal
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FIG. 5. The Q–Q plots of daily precipitation amount of IGSNRR (x axis) vs that of the satellite-based precipitation products (y axis)
from 2007 to 2010 for (a) Lhasa and (b) Gongbo. A Q–Q plot is a graphical method for comparing two probability distributions by plotting
their quantiles against each other.

precipitation of the Lhasa basin, T-rt obviously overestimates the precipitation with a bias of 157.88%, while
C-rt shows underestimation with a bias of 210.49%. The
large overestimation of T-rt precipitation in the Tibetan
Plateau has also been reported by Chen et al. (2013) and
Yong et al. (2015). Because of the adjustments against
gauge-based datasets, initial biases in T-rt and C-rt have
been significantly removed in T-adj and C-adj with reduced biases of 24.12% and 3.42%, respectively. The
retrieval algorithms for raw satellite precipitation, calibration procedures, and accuracies of their gauge-based
reference datasets attribute to the different performances between T-adj and C-adj.
C-ga merges the gauge-based daily analysis and C-adj.
By comparing C-adj and C-ga in the Lhasa and Gongbo
basins, as shown in Fig. 4a, the precipitation of C-ga in the
Gongbo basin keeps the same as C-adj, while in the Lhasa
basin C-ga is different from C-adj and becomes similar to
IGSNRR. The reason is that the Lhasa basin is gauged and
the Gongbo basin is ungauged in terms of precipitation. In
the Lhasa basin, C-ga performs similarly to IGSNRR,
while in the Gongbo basin, C-ga is close to C-adj. C-ga
is mainly controlled by the gauge analysis in the Lhasa
basin and is not independent from IGSNRR. Thus,
C-ga is excluded in the following statistical validation
against IGSNRR.
Three indices were employed to examine the abilities
of T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, and C-adj to detect rainfall events
as Fig. 4b. A higher POD and CSI and a lower FAR

indicate a better performance. T-rt and T-adj have
worse POD scores than C-rt and C-adj. However, for
FAR scores, T-rt and T-adj tend to be better than C-rt
and C-adj. These two metrics show that C-rt and C-adj
have a better ability to detect the occurrence of the
correct rainfall than T-rt and T-adj, while T-rt and T-adj
get fewer falsely alarmed rainfall events than C-rt and
C-adj. Generally, from the view of CSI scores, these
four datasets have very similar performances for precipitation detection. It should be also noticed that POD,
FAR, and CSI are changed from T-rt to T-adj, while
these detection indices do not change from C-rt to C-adj.
The reason is that T-adj is produced through the calibration of T-rt against the monthly gauge analysis of
GPCC, and this direct calibration method will change
the initial rainfall detection results in T-rt. C-adj is based
on the calibration of C-rt against daily gauge analysis
through PDF matching. The PDF matching is a quasiindependent method and is not used to force the C-adj to
be the same as the gauge analysis. It does not change the
detection performance of precipitation products.
Considering that these three categorical indices cannot provide insights for the volume of the detected
rainfall, the volumetric-based indices VFAR (extended
from FAR), VCSI (extended from CSI), and AB were
also adopted to assess these datasets. For the volume
performance, all datasets except C-rt have low proportions of false rainfall volume with VFAR close to
0 and high proportions of rainfall during the observed
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FIG. 6. The scatterplots of daily areal precipitation—IGSNRR vs (from top to bottom) T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, and C-adj—for the Lhasa basin in
(from left to right) DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON from 2007 to 2010.

rainfall events with VCSI close to 1. For AB, T-rt tends
to have large volume bias. These two raw satellite estimates, T-rt and C-rt, have larger volume errors than
these adjusted datasets. But T-rt volume errors mainly
come from overestimation of the amount of observed
rainfall correctly detected, while C-rt volume errors are
from underestimation of the amount of observed rainfall
correctly detected and overestimation of the amount of
falsely alarmed rainfall.

2) BASIN-SCALE COMPARISON
The daily precipitation amount of T-rt, T-adj, C-rt,
and C-adj were compared to IGSNRR in the Lhasa and
Gongbo basins by the Q–Q plot as shown in Fig. 5. The

performances of each product in these two basins are
similar. For the real-time versions, T-rt shows much
higher daily precipitation amount than IGSNRR, while
the amount of C-rt is lower than IGSNRR. However,
after adjustment by gauge-based datasets, the daily
precipitation amount of T-adj and C-adj fits well with
IGSNRR. But for the part of high daily precipitation
amount, the estimates from T-adj and C-adj are higher
than IGSNRR. In other words, T-adj and C-adj have
good agreements with IGSNRR in estimation of the low
and medium amount of precipitation, while for the high
daily amount precipitation, their estimates are biased.
The performances in four seasons of these satellitebased precipitation products are compared in the Lhasa
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TABLE 2. The comparison of the simulation performances forced by IGSNRR, T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, C-adj, and C-ga in the Lhasa and
Gongbo basins.

Lhasa

Calibration
Validation

Gongbo

Calibration
Validation

IGSNRR

T-rt

T-adj

C-rt

C-adj

C-ga

0.78
20.25
0.72
8.83
0.74
223.40
0.73
25.69

217.84
242.23
215.37
259.84
27.74
138.66
215.63
199.73

0.40
25.49
0.32
41.13
0.55
28.52
20.42
18.13

0.32
258.37
0.33
226.75
20.15
276.17
0.30
239.84

0.74
227.83
0.60
210.11
0.07
261.57
0.42
28.44

0.83
222.95
0.67
210.75
0.07
261.34
0.38
28.5

NSE
VE (%)
NSE
VE (%)
NSE
VE (%)
NSE
VE (%)

basin, as shown in Fig. 6. The CC and bias are also given
in the Fig. 6. Among these four seasons, all these satellite products get the lowest CC and the largest bias in
winter [December–February (DJF)]. This indicates that
all these products cannot perform well in the wintertime.
This may be because the PMW scattering algorithms in
these products cannot discriminate the scatterings from
snow and ice on the cold surface and those from ice
crystals in the atmosphere, which turn to precipitation
(Ebert et al. 2007; Dinku et al. 2010). Another possible
reason is that when microwave data are absent, precipitation retrieval of T-rt and T-adj mainly relies on IR
data. IR-based precipitation estimates do not perform
well in mountainous regions (Hong et al. 2007; Bitew
and Gebremichael 2011). The results of comparison
among T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, and C-adj in Fig. 6 are consistent
with results in Figs. 4 and 5. In the Lhasa basin, T-rt
largely overestimates precipitation in these four seasons,
while C-rt underestimates 26.69% precipitation in the
summer [June–August (JJA)], in which precipitation is
highest among four seasons. T-adj and C-adj have good
correlations with IGSNRR in all seasons except the
winter.

b. Performances of streamflow simulation
The simulation skills of daily streamflow forced by
IGSNRR, T-rt, T-adj, C-rt, C-adj, and C-ga in the Lhasa
and Gongbo basins with benchmarked model parameter
values from using IGSNRR are summarized in Table 2.
Figure 7 presents the streamflow hydrographs for these
simulations in these two basins. The simulation forced
by IGSNRR could capture the peak flows and achieve
good performances in the Lhasa and Gongbo basins,
with all NSE values above 0.7. The spatial pattern of the
multiple year average for the simulated snowmelt,
evapotranspiration (ET), and water yield in the Lhasa
basin (2000–08) and the Gongbo basin (2000–10) are
shown in Fig. 8.
For the TMPA series, T-rt results in negative NSE and
large VE. This shows T-rt cannot be directly used for
streamflow simulation in this region. But previous

studies (Michailovsky et al. 2013; Finsen et al. 2014)
revealed T-rt version 6 could be utilized for the
streamflow simulations in Yarlung Zangbo River. This
may be because of the degradation of T-rt from version 6
to version 7 in the Tibetan Plateau (Chen et al. 2013). As
adjusted by the gauge dataset, the VE of simulation
forced by T-adj has been largely reduced, compared to
the simulation forced by T-rt. T-adj obtained a moderate
simulation performance in the Lhasa basin and calibration period of Gongbo basin, with NSE ranging from
0.32 to 0.55.
For the CMORPH series, first it should be noticed
that the bad performances of C-rt, C-adj, and C-ga
during the calibration period from 2000 to 2005 in the
Gongbo basin are not consistent with their performances during the validation period from 2006 to 2010,
as shown in the hydrographs in Fig. 7. Their large underestimation in the simulated discharges during the
calibration period in the Gongbo basin is mainly due to
the relatively high proportion of missing grids, as shown
in Fig. 3. Their bad performances during the calibration
period do not reflect the intrinsic properties of the retrieval algorithms. The streamflow simulation forced by
C-rt in the Lhasa and Gongbo basins shows an underestimation, which is consistent with the results of the
statistical validation. Compared to C-rt, C-adj achieved
an improved performance for the streamflow simulation
with higher NSE and lower VE. C-ga obtains the good
performance that is comparable to IGSNRR in the
Lhasa basin, while in the Gongbo basin the performance
is close to C-adj.
Detailed intercomparison among the performances of
simulated discharges forced by IGSNRR, T-adj, C-adj,
and C-ga can be also inferred from the Taylor diagram
of Fig. 9. The Taylor diagram is an integrated evaluation
of the simulation and shows that IGSNRR achieves the
best performance among these four datasets. In the
Lhasa basin, C-ga obtains a better performance than
C-adj, and C-adj is better than T-adj. In the Gongbo basin, the simulation performance forced by C-ga is almost
the same as C-adj, and C-adj is also better than T-adj.
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FIG. 7. The daily streamflow simulated by the VIP model with [from top to bottom in (a),(b)] IGSNRR, T-rt, T-adj,
C-rt, C-adj, and C-ga as precipitation forcing in the (a) Lhasa (2000–08) and (b) Gongbo (2000–10) basins. The
shaded background is the observed discharge and the black line is the simulated discharge.
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FIG. 8. The multiyear average of (a) snowmelt, (b) evapotranspiration, and (c) water yield simulated by the VIP model with IGSNRR
precipitation forcing in the Lhasa basin from 2000 to 2008 and the Gongbo basin from 2000 to 2010.

Overall, intercomparison among the performances of
the streamflow simulations with the benchmarked model
parameter values by IGSNRR demonstrates that C-adj
gets good simulation performances and its precipitation is very close to IGSNRR, whereas moderate simulation skills are achieved by T-adj with the same
parameter values.

4. Discussion
Because different precipitation forcing datasets have
different characteristics, it is unfair to use one set of
parameter values, which were calibrated by the gaugebased dataset, to compare its streamflow simulating efficiency. Bitew et al. (2012) and Xue et al. (2013) found

the efficiency of hydrological simulation turns to be
higher when using the parameters calibrated from specific rainfall satellite data than using the parameters
calibrated by the gauged data. An experiment of T-adj
recalibration was conducted in the Lhasa basin. The
optimized parameter values and the simulation skills are
shown in Table 3. Compared to the simulation performance of T-adj without recalibration, as shown in Table
2, the major changes are the increase of l1 (the temperature lapse rate above the critical elevation) and the
decrease of B (shape parameter of the variable infiltration curve). The increase of l1 leads to reduced
snow and ice melt in the high mountains. The decrease
of B results in more water infiltrating the soil and then
increases the evapotranspiration. These changes of

FIG. 9. Taylor diagram for statistics of the simulated discharges forced by IGSNRR (star), T-adj (square), C-adj
(dot), C-ga (circle), and recalibration of T-adj (diamond) in the Lhasa basin. The performance during the validation
period in the (a) Lhasa and (b) Gongbo basins.
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TABLE 3. The parameter values and simulation performance of
recalibration T-adj in the Lhasa basin.
Calibration

Validation

l1

B

N

Tguz

Tglz

NSE

VE (%)

NSE

VE (%)

0.71

0.3

0.5

0.07

0.008

0.65

21.39

0.6

11.98

processes in the hydrological modeling are due to the
higher precipitation estimates of T-adj than those of
IGSNRR (Fig. 10). The performance of streamflow
simulation with T-adj recalibration is shown in Table 3,
which is also compared with the performance without
recalibration in the Taylor diagram (Fig. 9a). It can be
seen that the performance of T-adj with parameter
recalibration has significantly improved compared to
that without parameter recalibration. But this also
induces different estimation of water balance components, such as the increase of ET and reduction of the
glacier melt, as shown in Fig. 10. This is a common
problem for the hydrological simulation in the alpine
region. An underestimation or overestimation of precipitation may lead to compensation for increased or
decreased glacier melt in the model calibration (Schaefli
et al. 2005). Thus, caution should be exercised in selecting
precipitation data for the estimation of glacier melt in
alpine regions.

5. Conclusions
This paper comprehensively evaluated five state-ofthe-art satellite-based precipitation products, including
two near-real-time products (T-rt and C-rt), their corresponding gauge-adjusted versions (T-adj and C-adj),
and the gauge–satellite blended precipitation product
(C-ga) in the Lhasa and Gongbo basins, which are located in the monsoon-dominated alpine region in the
southeast Tibetan Plateau, by statistical validation and
hydrological simulation approaches. The statistical validation was conducted at grid and basin scales by comparing against a gauge-based synthetic precipitation
dataset. The results show that T-rt largely overestimates
the volume of precipitation, while C-rt underestimates
the precipitation, especially in the summer season.
These two products have different POD and FAR
scores, but generally they achieve comparable precipitation detection performances with similar CSI
scores. T-rt errors mainly come from overestimation of
the volume of observed rainfall correctly detected, while
C-rt errors are from underestimation of the volume of
observed rainfall correctly detected and overestimation
of the volume of falsely alarmed rainfall. Two adjusted
products (T-adj and C-adj) show more improved performance than the real-time versions (T-rt and C-rt). All

FIG. 10. The multiyear average of water balance components—
(columns from left to right) precipitation, glacier melt, evapotranspiration, runoff, and DS—for the hydrological simulation driven by
(from left to right) IGSNRR, T-adj with benchmarked parameter
values by IGSNRR, and T-adj with parameter recalibration (reTadj) in the Lhasa basin during the period from 2000 to 2008. (The
change of soil water and groundwater storage DS is very small.)

these satellite-based precipitation products perform
better in summer than winter.
A process-based distributed VIP model was employed
for streamflow simulation in the Lhasa and Gongbo basins. The streamflow forced by T-rt largely overestimates
the discharge, while the simulation driven by C-rt shows
underestimation. T-adj and C-adj have great potential for
hydrological simulation. C-adj achieved a good performance for streamflow with benchmarked model parameter values through the gauge-based dataset, while T-adj
needs recalibration to achieve the good simulation skills.
In the Lhasa basin (precipitation-gauged region), C-ga
has a similar performance as the gauge-based dataset, and
in the Gongbo basin (precipitation ungauged), it behaves
similarly to C-adj. This study may serve as a reference for
precipitation dataset selection for hydrological applications in the southeast Tibetan Plateau.
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